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Mission Statement

It is the mission of ZoneWarrior® to develop the game of rugby union at 
grassroots level in the previously disadvantaged areas and townships that 
were formerly excluded from the game. ZoneWarrior® is intended as a 
holistic approach to real rugby development, in that it will target rugby 
skills development, rugby intelligence and strategy, as well as the 
sociological and physiological development of the intended target 
market. ZoneWarrior® will also provide a unique marketing platform for 
corporate South Africa to invest in real social development at 
grassroots level, through rugby.

“ Vision without action is merely a dream, Action without vision just 
passes the time, Vision with action can change the world”

Joe Barker - Futurist
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Executive Summary

ZoneWarrior® has identified the existing problems with the 
Transformation / Normalisation of rugby in South Africa, and designed a 
unique, Proudly South African Tactical Development Skills game to 
address these issues. ZoneWarrior® is based on Streetball, a 3 on 3 
basketball intiative, and Play, Hit, Run a baseball initiative, both of which 
have been extremely successful in promoting the respective main sports
of basketball and baseball, here in South Africa.

ZoneWarrior® is designed to be part of a standard national skills program 
for the 3 major age groups, i.e. 8 - 13, 14 -18 and 19+, to ehance the skills 
development of all rugby players in each age group category. 
ZoneWarrior® is designed to be utilised as a rugby skills identification 
program through which players skills’ can be determined, quantified, 
analysed and integrated into a scientific program to build a data base and 
training programs for South African rugby players.

ZoneWarrior® is designed to help communities to uplift, empower and 
normalise the situation themselves through rugby, i.e. economically and 
socially. By financialy empowering communities to managed the activity in 
their area by using ZoneWarrior® League Franchises to promote 
employment / economic equity and improve productivity, efficiency and 
competativeness on and off the field.

ZoneWarrior® is intended as a holistic, all encompasing approach to real 
rugby development at grassroots and senior level. If ZoneWarrior® is 
packaged and marketed properly, it can be utilized not only to develop and 
market the game of rugby further in South Africa and the world, but to 
enhance rugby intelligence and strategic rugby thinking, especially in the 
former disadvantaged areas. Combined with anti - rape, drug, spousal, 
alchohol abuse, lifeskills programes and feeding programs, it can directly 
impact these communities by improving the lives of the disadvantaged 
people that are part of our societies. In doing so creating jobs, reducing 
crime, and having a direct impact through real social upliftment of all 
South Africans. This can only further enhance, and have a major impact in 
transforming and normalising South African society through the great 
game of rugby union.
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Perceived Problems in South African Rugby

1. Transformation / Normalisation is too slow after 10 years of democracy.
2. The general standard of basic technical rugby skills of juniors and 
    seniors is poor.
3. The general technical  standard of coaching at all levels is substandard.
4. Rugby clubs are being asked to amalgamate instead of attracting 
    new players to the game, and the general perception is that club rugby 
    is in a poor state nationally.
5. The attrition rate between junior rugby to senior rugby is far too high.
6. The coaching of strategic thinking and intelligent rugby is few and far 
    between, and playing off the ground rugby is poor to non - existent.
7. There is no standard basic rugby skills development program 
    countrywide for the different age groups i.e. 8 - 13, 14 - 19, and 20+
8. Not enough scientific data collection, analysing and designing of
    physical, nutritional and social lifeskills programs for nationwide 
    dessimination. 
9. Not enough development of rugby is taking place in the previously 
    disadvantaged communities.
10. Not enough facilities and coaching available in the previously 
      disadvantaged communities. 

What is ZoneWarrior®

ZoneWarrior® involves 2 x 5 players moving across a demarcated court 
20m x 35m, using Rugby Skills to score points within the rules of the 
game. The essence is to create space, use correct body angles and 
positions, hunt with, instead of hanging off as in touch rugby. Keep the ball 
off the ground, enhance ball retention, put a player into space and most 
importantly, promote rugby intelligence and strategic thinking on defence 
and attack. It has been evaluated technically, and the Semi - Contact 
version works on ± 25 ball handling and running skills and the Full - 
Contact version on ± 25 ruck and maul contact skills. All in 10 minutes, 
enhancing skills transferral from a practiced drill to a pressurised game 
situation. It also promotes the following:

1. Possession                                      9. Ball handling skills
2. Position                                          10. Accuracy 
3. Pace                                                11. Co - operation
4. Power                                              12. Communication
5. Balance                                           13. Activity
6. Stamina                                           14. Control
7. Concentration                                  15. Kicking
8. Hand - eye - feet co - ordination      16. Team work                             
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The Rugby Needs that ZoneWarrior® Meets

1. Change the demographics and spearhead rugby transformation /  
    normalisation to reflect that of South African society, by defining and 
    implementing a standard skills coaching strategy / program countrywide 
    for primary, high school and senior club rugby.
2. Reverse the attrition rate between primary, high school and senior 
    club rugby.
3. Grow the participation of rugby at community, local, regional and 
    national level among participants and spectators.
4. Implement the ZoneWarrior strategy, then independently quantify and  
    scientifically measure and asses the improvement of rugby skills / 
    intelligence / strategy and the normalisation process. 
5. Provide equitable access and opportunities, at all levels, to coaching 
    expertise and facilities. The sustainable development of rugby skills, 
    rugby intelligence and strategy, as well as life skills, especially at 
    grassroots level in the previously disadvantaged communities.
6. Identify players and integrate into existing rugby player identification 
    and promotion structures.

The Sociological / Phsycological Needs that ZoneWarrior® Meets

1. Personal lifeskills development of players.
2. Promote community involvement and social interaction in recreational 
    and competitive spheres.
3. Promote mass participation and apply inclusivity by enhancing 
    gender equity in getting men, women, boys, girls and the disabled to 
    participate at community, local, regional and national level.
4. The sense of recreational well being exists and components of 
    community spirit evolve and are developed around ZoneWarrior®
5. ZoneWarrior® has appeal amongst people of all origins and 
    socio-economic hearths reconciling the previous and present 
    disadvantage individuals and communities. Thereby developing trust 
    through playing with, and not against each other.
6. Financialy empower communities to managed the activity in their area 
    by using ZoneWarrior® League Franchises to promote employment / 
    economic equity and improve productivity, efficiency and 
    competativeness on and off the field.
7. Poverty alleviation through franchise development, thereby promoting 
    job creation.
8. Combine with existing social programs and address the issues of 
    national importance e.g. drug and alcohol abuse, gangsterism, HIV / 
    AIDS, discrimination, spousal abuse and crime etc.
9. The utilisation of teamwork, strategy and objectivity during fun 
    competition, creates social fusion, individuality of purpose and 
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      leadership. It also promotes understanding, tolerance, acceptance, 
      respect and cultural identity through achievement, win or lose. 
10. ZoneWarrior® promotes competative skills development, energy, 
      discipline and achievement through fairplay while having fun 
      developing moral and ethical behavior. It also builds character 
      physically and mentally, improving health and well being, as well 
      as self esteem. 

Implementation Strategy

1. ZoneWarrior® to be endorsed by the Ministry of Sport
2. ZoneWarrior® has been Trademarked ( No. 96/13876 
    DD 26.07.96 & No. 97/01178 DD 27.01.97 ) and the Official 
    ZoneWarrior® Rules have been lodged as proof of Copyright with
    patent attorneys in South Africa, and with the USA Library of 
    Congress - TXu 916 - 852 dd 15.08.99.
3. The Court Design has been Registered No A98/0296 DD 20.02.98
4. ZoneWarrior® intends establishing a Pilot ZoneWarrior® Players 
    Training Program in the Cape Town townships, to be expanded 
    country wide over the next 3 - 5 years.
5. Establish the ZoneWarrior® Coaches Training Program country           
    wide over the next 3 - 5 years.
6. The ZoneWarrior® Website has been developed to disseminate the 
    game as well as training material: www.zonewarrior.com
    Develop the ZoneWarrior Level 1, 2 and 3 Training Video / CD Rom.
7. Scientifically monitoring physical and skills improvement and compiling a 
    database, then liasing with existing rugby structures to fast track players 
    that show promise into representative teams.  
8. Investigate promotional and marketing opportunities in South Africa 
    and abroad.
9. Commercial considerations with regards to :
    a. Weekly / Monthly eventing and promotional activities.
    b. Regional and national Zonewarrior® League Franchises.
    c. Licences and peripheral contractual entities.
    d. Assigning of various Licences and Trademark Rights

The above point to be instrumental in economic upliftment for the dis-
enfranchised and to create much needed funds for the senior rugby clubs 
to further grow and improve facilities and structures in the disadvantaged 
areas. 
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Strengths of Zonewarrior®

1. Few such Rugby Training Concepts exists in any of the 116 Rugby  
    playing nations worldwide.
2. A Simple set of Rules that are easy to understand and apply.
3. The game is Fully Mobile and can be set up at schools, parks, 
    beaches or any piece of land outdoors or indoors.
4. Rules can be adapted to teach juniors and seniors different skills.
5. Mass participation over a relatively small promotion area.
6. Community upliftment through direct involvement.
7. Simplicity
8. Marketability
9. Viability

Promotion and Concept Implemetation

It has been determined that the implementation year is 2005, and the 
following strategy is an ideal way to get maximum exposure. 
ZoneWarrior® has established a website as the first stage in the concept 
implementation with the following address http://www.zonewarrior.com/ 
Apon visiting this website one can learn all about the game as well as pay 
a nominal fee ( R20,00 ) to download 2 standard PDF files of the Official 
ZoneWarrior® Semi and Full Contact Rules©. There are also video clips 
available to see how the game is played and training material will be 
added. The next step would be to determine local, regional and provincial 
nodes. ZoneWarrior® trained dessimination teams will be set up in each 
node to take ZoneWarrior® to the schools in the communities via the 
rugby clubs / sports centres. ZoneWarrior® will first hold coaching 
sessions and clinics to introduce the coaches at specified rugby clubs / 
sports centres to the ZoneWarrior® concept, before following up with 
clinics and coaching sessions at the schools etc. The schools would then 
participate in ZoneWarrior® coaching sessions and establish the 
ZoneWarrior® League at the designated clubs, thereby bridging the gap 
between the schools and the senior clubs. The next step is to produce the 
Level 1, 2 and 3 ZoneWarrior® Training CD ROM, incorporating the 
ZoneWarrior® Concept, which will then be supplied to all the designated 
participating clubs, schools and sports centres in the disadvantaged areas 
that do not have coaches, sports facilities or training equipment.
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ZoneWarrior® League Franchises and Competitions

The aim is then to establish venues in all the major centres at the specified 
senior rugby clubs / sports centres, to have an all year round corporate, 
junior, unisex ZoneWarrior® League. Monthly ZoneWarrior® 
Competitions will be held at the senior rugby clubs / sports centres, on 
the beach and at the various ocean festivals and rugby days, to further 
market the ZoneWarrior® Concept.

Conclusion

Although rugby has a significant number of players, enjoys high levels of 
spectatorship, sponsorship, adspend and is an established sport, it is 
rapidly losing market share to the American sports of Beach - Volleyball, 
Basketball and Baseball. Rugby is putting funds into development at 
grassroots level, however, one of the important stats to view is the number 
of new players in rugby (2% pa) and total number of players compared to 
what Basketball (18% - 27% pa) has achieved in only 5 - 7 years. 

Also noticable is the number of players from primary and high school that 
go on to play senior rugby drops by an minimum of 25%, and up to 80% 
in some provinces. The originator is confident that ZoneWarrior® will 
be of enormous value in bridging that critical gap between high 
school and senior club rugby. Also of major importance is that the 
majority of schools that form part of most union’s development programes, 
are given balls etc, but they still have no fields to play on and no 
qualified coaches !! With ZoneWarrior®, all you need is 25 x 35 
metres, 5 - 10 players and a rugby ball!!! With the low level of 
coaching expertise throughout the country, this is translating into 
mediocre skills levels of rugby. ZoneWarrior® has been specifically 
designed and developed to promote the 3 P’s on which an intelligent, 
strategic brand of rugby is based, viz, Possession, Position, Pace. Thus 
getting back to basics, and Doc Cravens’ prophetic words, “ The only 
way you can learn to play rugby correctly, is to play rugby.”

ZoneWarrior® is intended as a holistic, all encompasing approach to real 
rugby development at grassroots and senior level. If ZoneWarrior® is 
packaged and marketed properly, it can be utilized not only to develop and 
market the game of rugby further in South Africa and the world, but to 
enhance rugby intelligence and strategic rugby thinking, especially in the 
former disadvantaged areas. Combined with anti - rape, drug, spousal, 
alchohol abuse, lifeskills programes and feeding programs, it can directly 
impact these communities by improving the lives of the disadvantaged 
people that are part of our societies. 
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In doing so creating jobs, reducing crime, and having a direct impact 
through real social upliftment of all South Africans. This can only further 
enhance, and have a major impact in transforming and normalising South 
African society through the great game of rugby union.

“ Vision without action is merely a dream, Action without vision just 
passes the time, Vision with action can change the world”

Joe Barker - Futurist
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Budgets

Budget One For Township Pilot Project
( 1 High School, 1.5 hours, 4 days a week, U/14 - U/18, ± 90 - 120 )

One Off Costs
Equipment:  25 Balls                      @ R85.00        per Ball
                    60 Cones                   @ R  6.00        per Cone
                      5 Whistles                @ R20.00        per Whistle
                      1 Ball Pumps            @ R35.00
                      3 Set tackle Suits     @ R         per Tackle suit
                      1 Medical Kit            @ R
                      1 Spinal Board         @ R 
                      90 - 120 Bibs           @ R         per Bib
                      5 Kit Bags                @ R         per Kit Bag  

Ongoing Costs
1 Head Coach / Tech Advisor       @ R           per hour
5 coaches per session                  @ R 80.00 per hour
Transport                                      @ R          x 5, 4 x per week
Fuel                                              @ R          per week
Feeding Program ±90 - 120         @ R15.00 / player, 2 x a week 
Administration Costs                     @ 
Assesment Costs                          @ 
Weekly Competiton Costs
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Budget Two For Pilot Project
( 1 Primary School, 1.5 hour practice, 4 days a week, U/8 - U/13 )
( 1 High School, 1.5 hour practice, 4 days a week, U/14 - U/18 )

Equipment:  50 Balls                       @ R         per Ball
                   120 Cones                   @ R         per Cone
                    10 Whistles                 @ R         per Whistle
                    10 Ball Pumps            @ R
                      6 Set tackle Suits      @ R         per Tackle suit
                      1 Medical Kit             @ R
                      1 Spinal Board          @ R 
                      ± 200 Bibs                @ R          per Bib
                    10 Kit Bags                 @ R          per Tog Bag  

Ongoing Costs
1 Head Coach / Tech Advisor   @ R             per hour
10 coaches per session            @ R             per hour
Transport                                  @ R             x 10, 4 x per week
Fuel                                           @ R             per week
Feeding Program ±200             @ R15.00 / player, 2 x a week 
Administration Costs                 @ 
Assesment Costs                      @ 
Weekly Competiton Costs         @                per competition
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Budget Three For Pilot Project
( 1 Rugby Club )
( 5 Primary Schools, 1.5 hour practice, 4 days a week, U/8 - U/13 )
( 5 High Schools, 1.5 hour practice, 4 days a week, U/14 - U/18 )

Same budget as option 1

Capital Costs
Equipment:  25 Balls                       @ R        per Ball
                    60 Cones                    @ R         per Cone
                      2 Whistles                 @ R         per Whistle
                      1 Ball Pumps            @ R
                      1 Set tackle Suits      @ R         per Tackle suit
                      1 Medical Kit             @ R
                      1 Spinal Board          @ R 
                     90 - 120 Bibs             @ R         per Bib
                      2 Kit Bags                 @ R         per Kit Bag

2 SARFU Rugby Coaching Courses @ R150.00 - R200.00 per course  

Operational Costs
1 Head Coach / Tech Advisor             @ R          per month
1 Assistant Coach                               @ R          per month
ZW Administration Costs                     @ R          per month 
ZW Assesment Costs                          @ R          per month 
ZW Weekly Competiton Costs             @ R          per month

The big difference with this option is that it is totally geared to the 
empowerment of the community. The technical advisor is based 
permanently at the rugby club. They are empowered through doing a 
rugby coaching course and are responsible for working with the schools in 
their area themselves. In the evenings they coach the seniors at the rugby 
club where they are based.

This option significantly cuts down on monthly operational costs and the 
logistics of organising are much more simplified
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